A quantitative theory is presented /or the behavior of a membrane-electrolyte system subject to an electric current flow (the "membrane oscillator"). If the membrane is porous, carries "fixed charges," and separates electrolyte solutious of different conductances, it can be the site of repetitive osculatory changes in the mefiabrane potential, the membrane resistance, and the hydrostatic pressure difference across the membrane. These events are accompanied by a pulsating transport of bulk solutions. The theory assumes the superposition of electrochemical and hydrostatic gradients and centers round the kinetics of resistance changes within the membrane, as caused by effects from diffusion and electro-osmotic fluid streaming. The results are laid down in a set of five simple, basic expressions, which can be transformed into a pair of non-llnear differential equations yielding oscillatory solutions. A graphical integration method is also outlined (Appendix II).
1. Consider a homngeneous, porous membrane separating two compartments (1) and (2) containing stirred solutions of different electrical conductance. At least one of the compartments should be of a small, finite volume (however, much larger than the membrane volume). In the simplest case, as described in the preceding experimental paper, two solutions of NaCI are chosen in the concentrations cx > c~. The pore walls should contain a homogeneous distribution of negative, fixed ionic groups or "fixed charges." The pore width should permit a filtration or bulk flow, but be narrow enough to support convection proof paths for diffusion.
The defined system is a simplified analog to a biological two-compartment system present in excitable cells or tissues.
2. An electric current of constant density is assumed to pass across the membrane according to the scheme
_. Solutlon (1) l Negative, porous l Solution (2) I (--) CaOtode (high conductance) membrane qow conductan~) Anode (+)
A positive membrane requires, of course, a reversal of the polarity. Only the polarity chosen can yield the repetitive rhythmicity. A reversal of the current direction will result in a monotonic response (of. footnote 7). The theory is, however, the same regardless of the sign of the current.
The system considered corresponds to a "membrane electrophoresis" arrangement, or rather, a system capable of electro-emtosmosis: The electric current of a constant density i, passing the membrane of the unit area cross-resistance, R, will contribute to an electric potential drop, E, which drives the bulk solution from compartment (2) to compartment (1) with a linear velocity or volume rate, V, thus creating a hydrostatic pressure difference, P, until finally P approaches the "electro-osmotic" pressure preventing a further bulk flow. For the simplest geometry of the system, as employed in the experiments described previously, with the membrane placed vertically between two chambers witl~ parallel vertical walls, it follows that V is related to P as dP v = q..d C1) in which q is a "geometry coefficient" and t is the time.
The laws governing the electrokinetics of the membrane-electrolyte system are summarized in the following equations {V = ~/~-s/'
(2) E/R + tP (3) in which l signifies an electro-osmotic permeability coefficient (directly related to the fixed charge density of the membrane because l is proportional to (--~0X)s in which X is the fixed charge density and o~ its sign) and s is the "hydrostatic permeability coefftcient" for the liquid flow. Derivations of and discussion on the validity of equations (2) and (3) can be found in papers by Lorenz (1952) , Mazur and Overbeek (1951 ), Schmid (1951 ), or Schl~gl & Sch~del (1955 , who have employed kinetic reasoning, and by Staverman (1952 Staverman ( , 1954 , who has treated electro-osmosis from the standpoint of irreversible thermodynamics? A useful approximation of equation (3) can be made if one assumes relatively wide pores and not too small i's. This assumption seems to conform well with the author's experiments with porous glass or porcelain membranes. In these cases the contribution of the "streaming current" term IP can be neglected and equation (3) reduces to Ohm's law
= Elg (4)
This approximation of dropping lP greatly facilitates the graphical solving procedure to be described below. To what extent the lP term may play a noticeable role is best studied by employment of the analog computer technique. Then the proper introduction of the lP does not cause any undue difficulty. It remains for further work to analyze the possible biological importance of the "streaming current" (as well as of the "streaming potential").
The Membrane Resistance Funaion. (a) Steady State Resistance (R'~).--
When there is no bulk flow (V --O) across the membrane the concentration "profile" will be a straight line, sloping from ca to c~? When V # 0 it becomes obvious that the bulk flow must influence the concentration distribution within the membrane (cf. Fig. 1 ). At very high flow velocities the membrane will be filled either with a solution of cl or, in the reverse flow direction, with c2. Hence, it will be understood that the steady state resistance R~ will be a function of V:
This R t~rsus V function is S-shaped (see Fig. 2 ) and its exact equation is de-2 All the cited authors seem to have assumed that the ,arae electrolyte solution surrounds the membrane (i.e. cx ~ c~) . The membrane resistance R actually has a rather complex significance even in such a ease. In the present paper cx > c~, which might involve a slight error in the use of equations (2)-(3). It would seem probable that a consequent use of the methods and terminology of modern irreversible therm~ dynamics could give more rational alternatives to the theory which we are attempting to present in this paper (cf. also the paper by Kedem and Katchalsky, 1958) . (5) as with )q and ).~ signifying the limiting conductances at extreme V's (k ~-. c).
It will be assumed that equations (5), (6), and (7) hold regardless of the force causing the liquid flow)
An interesting and important feature of this R-V function is the position of its inflexion point which is located at a positive V value and with its R~ > R~. This point is actually the "center" in the most unstable E-V domain. Here the slope is at ms,mum (for some discussion of the relation between this ~R-V slope and stability criteria, see Teorell, 1958 b, Fig. 8 ).
(b) The Instantaneous Resistance, R.~The steady state values of the membrane resistance described by equations (5) and (6) will be attained only after a prolonged, constant flow. If V, however, is subject to continuous andrapid changes, the concentration distribution and hence the instantaneous membrane resistance R may lag or lead in relation to the steady state resistance (R~) corresponding to the prevailing V. This "inertia" or "time delay" of the in-• 4 The underlying assumptions axe as follows: For a w/de pore the wall contribution to the conductance can be neglected, then the resistance per unit are~ dR~ at any plane x(0 < x < ~) in the membrane is 1/[F2.cz(u -I-r)]. The c~, in the stationary state, which gives the concentration profile can be obtained by a slight modification of a formula derived by Manegold and Solf (1932, equation (12) 
The total membrane resistance R becomes which solved yidds equation (6). V' in the expression for p is the I/near ve/~c/ty of flow, however, being directly proportional to V, the volume rate of flow. F is the Faraday, R the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature.
Control experiments with measurements using C14-1abelled sucrose added to compartment (1) indicate that the flow is unilateral without any appreciable backflow (at least at high inflow rates).
stantaneous R is actually the key function for the initiation of the oscillations. An illustration of these conditions is given in Figs. 1 and 2. One may say that this phenomenon is a competition between the bulk flow and the diffusion with regard to the distortion and restoration of the concentration profiles. The kinetics of these profile changes, expressed in terms of the resulting changes of the instantaneous R, is certainly a very complex function. Mter trying several alternative formal expressions the following was found simple directly proportional to the divergence of the instantaneous resistance from the equilibrium, dR
This is physically a reasonable assumption and has been experimentally found to hold approximately over a large range. The coefficient k is regarded as constant for any given system (but is dependent on the membrane thickness, the diffusion constant, etc.)
Mathematical Derivations
1. The five basic equations derived in the previous section, which govern the behavior of the membrane oscillator, can now be collected in the following system:
These five simultaneous equations should now be converted into a system of two differential equations, which can be graphically integrated to yield the desired cyclical or oscillatory solution of the problem (see Appendix II). The following simplifying notation will be used: dP/dt = P, dE~dr = E, dR,/dt = and dV/dt = f:.
From Equations 5 and
l~lultiplying through with i and considering equation (4) yields
Equation (10 a) represents a family of integral curves which evidently are parallel with the characteristic S-shaped R~ curve, displaced vertically from this by an amount dependent on/~. Any curve in the E-V coordinate plane with a given/~ value is an "isocline," signifying the fact that the rate of change of E is constant along that curve. The f(V) function should be expressed by equation (6) . Now a similar differential equation will be derived with respect to the other variable V. Differentiating equation (2) 
Equation (12 a) is again a family of isocline curves, now for V, and is similar in shape with those of equation (10 a), but for a rotation given by the sV/klq term. An illustration of the graphical correspondence of equations (10 a) and (12 a) is given in Fig. 5 , where some isoclines are drawn.
Equations (10 a) and (12 a) have been written in a form convenient for graphical integration with the aid of the "isocline method." The system can also be rearranged to the conventional form
Equations (I0 b) and (12 b) comprise a set of non-linear d~'fferential equations describing the beha1~ior of the membrane oscillator in terms of the variables E and V and a set of constant coefficients l, s, q, k, and i (i is the stimulus current).
The resulting integral curves will, of course, also depend on the initial conditions. The non-linearity is obviously introduced by the resistance-flow function J(V), equation (5). Note that equation (10 b) is i times equation (8) and equation (12 b) is identical with eqtmtion (lla) a fact aiding a better understanding of the physical interpretations of these equations (see Discussion).
Equation (5) can be linearized for sm~l! excursions in V. This procedure leads to a simplified set of two linear differential equations, which furnish cyclical soIutions. For this existence proof of oscillatory behavior of the present system see Appendix I
(of. also Teorell, 1957 ).
Information about P can be obtained by substitution in equation (2) of any given set of E and V. One can, of course, also solve directly in terms of, for instance, E and P, although this choice involves a more laborious graphical solution procedure (of. Teorell, 1958 b, Fig. 6 ).
The expressions given above are centered around E and V. Actually it would be somewhat more rational to choose R instead of E as one of the dependent variables.
However, here E, the "membrane potential," has been preferred because the electrophysiological applications are concerned with this rather than with the membrane resistance. It should also be remarked that E as used here simply signifies the "iR" drop, because any existing intrinsic diffusion potential (E at i --O) as well as the streaming potential (IR.P) has been neglected. This is justified at least as far as the theory can be compared with the experiments described in Paper I of this series.
The mathematical sol~.tion of the descriptive equations (I0 b) and (12 b)
will be presented as graphs. This can be obtained either (a) by a graphical integration procedure according to the isocline method (see Appendix II for details), or (b) with the aid of the electronic analog computer technique.
(a) Some Graphical Results.--In Fig. 3 an example is given of a graphical integration. This corresponds closely to the undamped experimental curves presented in the previous publications (Teorell, 1955 (Teorell, , 1959 . In the first place the agreement comprises the characteristic shapes of the E-k, P-t, or V-t curves, Third, it is worth noticing that the integral "path" in the E-V plane of Fig.  3 soon forms a closed "limit cycle." This implies that the first oscillation peak (the "Einschwingung") will be higher than the succeeding, constant oscillations (see for instance the "E-time" section). Further presentation of details, for instance, with regard to the influence of variations of the coefficients characterizing the membrane properties will be omitted in this paper. In cases with damped oscillations the "path" in the E-V plane forms a spiral which finally comes to rest at the "equilibrium point" Q (located at the intercept of the zero isoclines).
(b) Simulation of the Membrane Oscillator with the Aid of the Analog
Computer.--A direct graphical solution of the five basic, simultaneous equations (Equations 1, 2, 4, 5, 8) describing the behavior of the oscillatory membraneelectrolyte system (the "membrane oscillator") is very advantageously performed by means of an electronic analog computer. This technique gives immediate, exact results, which can be read off on an oscillograph screen or plotted directly with an ink recorder. A further valuable feature is the possibility of easily studying the influence of variations of the "polarizing" or "stimulating" current i and of such membrane parameters as the hydrostatic permeability coefficient s, or the "fixed charge density" expressed as the electro-osmotic permeability coefficient l, etc. Furthermore, it is possible to simulate such special conditions as a "voltage clamp" and to perform studies of ion fluxes and several other items of interest in relation to corresponding phenomena which are shown by living excitable tissues. Such studies have been started in this laboratory and will be published in forthcoming papers. It can already be stated that the analog computer has entirely confirmed the results obtained above with the "isocline method."
The principle of the computer set-up is given here in a simplified block diagram (Fig. 4) , which also may serve as a useful functional scheme of operation to illustrate the intrinsic "coupling" and "feed-backs" of the various parameters governing this electrokinetic oscillation system.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The quantitative theory given above described the oscillatory behavior of the electrolyte-membrane system in terms of (a) parameters belonging to the electrolyte, these being the concentrations (c) and the cation and anion membrane m~bilitles (u and ~); (b) properties of the membrane defined by the kydrostatic permeability coeff~ient (the "porosity" s), the electro-osmotic permeability coefficient (the "membrane charge" (l)), and the complex coefficient k that comprises not only the electrolyte composition but also the membrane thickness (cf. equation (6)
); (c) a flowing constant electric current (i).
It has already been pointed out that equation (10 b) is essentially equal in form to equation (8) The following discussion will be limited to a few remarks on some immediately obvious features of the theory as represented by equations (10 e) and (12 c).
Fxo. 4. Block diagram of the operational behavior of the membrane oscillator. The diagram illustrates the interrelations of the variables and coefficients of the five "basic" equations (Equations 1, 2, 4, 5, and 8, p. 853). It is drawn to conform schematically with an analog computer set-up. The variables are R = membrane resistance, E ffi membrane potential, P = hydrostatic pressure difference, V = membrane bulk flow rate. The coefficients are k = "membrane" coefficient, s = hydrostatic permeability ("the porosity"), l = electroosmotic permeability (the membrane"charge"), q = "geometry requirement," and i --current strength. "FG" denotes a "function generator" yielding the required function R~ = f(V); "Mu" denotes a "multiplier" executing Ohm's law, i X R = E. Physical Signiflcance.--As to the physical significance these equations can be read as follows:-Equation (10 c 
is composed of the rate of changes of the driving forces (i.e. the electric potential drop, i. R = E, and the hydrostatic pressure difference, P).
Equation (10 c) is based on a semiempirical assumption but approximates well the certainly far more involved function that correctly describes the dynamic or transient resistance changes resulting from the simultaneous opera-tion of pure diffusion, electric potential, and fluid convection on the ionic distribution within the membrane.
As to equation (12 c) it also involves theoretical approximations as has been remarked upon in the section on Assumptions. The influence of the streaming current (IP) has been disregarded as has the diffusion potential. Under the conditions of the author's experiments this disregard seems, however, to be permissible. However, in future discussions on the nature of biological excitation processes the role of the streaming potential and current ought to be carefully considered.
"Coupling Effects."--
The most important feature of the theory is the "coupling" between the driving forces E and P and the resulting "feed-backs." This is graphically demonstrated in the scheme of Fig. 4 . It implies that the "membrane oscillator" can be triggered to an oscillatory response by a change or "disturbance" in any one of the parameters involved (provided i # 0). Thus a "mechan-/ca/shock" (i.e. change of P) is equivalent to an "electric shock" (i.e. change of E through the current i), as experimentally shown in the preceding paper. This fact exposes a possibility of "mechano-electric transduction" which may be of interest in receptor physiology. Furthermore, it should be emphasized that changes in any of the intrinsic membrane properties can elicit transient, or continuous oscillations equally well as can a change of an extrinsic "stimulus" (through i or P). For instance, a sudden increase of the membrane charge, involved in the coefficient l, should be equivalent to a change of i (see equation Threshold Properties.--The "membrane oscillator" is inherently a metastable system in the sense that any "disturbance" applied to it may cause an oscillatory response. The type of response may vary considerably in accordance with the initial conditions and the intensity of the disturbance (the "stimulus strength"). The response may appear as a monotonic change in the form of an overdamped "overshoot," as a damped train of waves, or as undamped oscillations. The transition to the undamped case occurs at a certain critical threshold strength, for instance, of the "stimulus" current i. A quantitative discussion of this threshold will be omitted here (for the "linear case" a definition can be found in a previous communication (Teorell, (1957) ). It can be stated, how-0 In this connection it should be pointed out that there exists a large literature dealing with periodic chemical or electrochemical reactions of types different from the one treated here. Important papers axe, for instance, those by Lotka (1920), Bonhoeffer (1948 a, b, c) , Franck (1955 ), and Christiansen (1958 . Interesting theories relating espec'mlly to membrane processes are those by Bloch (1947) , Kaxreman and Landahl (1952, 1953) , and Kirkwood (1954) .
ever, that the threshold value can be exceedingly sharp, in other words that a system just below this value is very unstable and therefore shows a typical "all-or-none" behavior. Even further below the threshold there remains a metastable state. All damped oscillations subside to such more or less metastable levels of an apparent steady state or stationary equilibrium (at which dE/d1 and dV/dt --0). The metastable character of such a condition is revealed by the fact that any further change of any of the parameters, for instance of the stimulus current, may trigger a transient wave response (cf. Figs. 4 and 5 of the preceding paper), or produce a full blown "action" in the form of a train of undamped "spikes" of the membrane potential, etc.
Further Problems.--The membrane oscillator system as discussed in this and the preceding paper obviously can be varied in many ways. An interesting case arises when there exists an independent unilateral bulk flow across the membrane (due to "back-leakage" or to a constant water "production" in one of the compartments). In such a case the shape of the potential oscillations may be turned "upside down." Other modifications of the system comprise reversal of the direction of the "polarizing" current (negative i) or alternating signs of this currentY Brief/-pulses may cause "abolition" with or without a "recovery." Superposition of sinusoidal currents has revealed that "pararesonance" properties are inherent in these systems. Further studies on the electro-osmotic membrane oscillator should include the ionic movements, impedance properties, "electro tonic spread," propagative properties, and various other features relating to the behavior of living excitable membranes.
APPENDIX I

A Simplified Proof of Existence of the Oscillatory Behavior
As the S-shaped curve of the function R~ ffi f(V) is approximately linear around V -0 (see Fig. 2 ), one can, for small excursions of V ~ 0, instead of equation (5) write R'~ = rV + R'~, in wldch r is the slope of the curve in this region, and R~ is the steady state (equilibrium) resistance at V -0 (the corresponding E at a given i is denoted E~0). With this linearisation of equation (5) it can easily be shown that the resulting differential equations corresponding to equations (10 b) and (12 b) take the following form (cf. Teorell, 1957) :
Here the new variables are y = (E -E~0) and V = x and the coefficients signify 7 Such effects on artificial membranes as well as on a living system (the Nitdla algae) have been reported earlier (Teorell, 1958 a) . Very characteristic "rectification patterns" were observed during the application of symmetrical square waves. It should be remarked that the quantitative treatment given is valid for both positive and negative i values. Only positive values give periodic responses. Steady negative i's give non-periodic responses of a monotonic type, or as single "overshoots" or "undershoots." a = kit; O ffi (-k); 3' ffi (klir -s/q); and ~ ffi (-kl) . It is well known that a differential equation system of this type gives, under certain conditions, integral curves skowing a cyclical or oscillatory time-dependent variation of x and y (cf. Langer, 1954 , McLachlan, 1956 , or Minorsky, 1947 . It can also be proved that the transition from damped to continuous, undamped oscillations takes place at a certain i value, which may be called the "threshold of the stimulus." These discussions can be found in a preliminary paper (Teorell, 1957) .
for the isodine families. Particularly important are the "zero isodines;" i.e., E ~-0, 1 ~ = 0, and/~ = 0. These zero isodines as well as some arbitrarily chosen isoclines for /~ # 0 and 13" # 0 can be found in Fig. 5 . As/~ indicates the rate the chosen point will move in the /g direction (vertically) and 1)" the rate in the V direction (horizontally), it is obvious that the resulting "directional arrow" will be given by the diagonal in the well known "force parallelogram" as illustrated in Fig. 5 by large open arrows, etc. Usually one can dispense with the laborious drawing of the isoclines and calculate the E and # values algebraically from equations (10 b 
The direction of the arrows is determined by appropriate considerations of the signs of E and l/. This arrow-plotting procedure is repeated until sufficiently many arrows have been obtained to permit an accurate drawing of the integral "path." With some experience it is possible to work with relatively few directional arrows, provided they are placed "strategically."
2. The Drawing of the Integral Curve.--This should start at the E~V (or E-P) point demanded by the given initial condition. In Fig. 5 and the composite graph, Fig. 3 , these conditions are at the zero time to equal to ~ = i. R~ (i.e. diffusion equilibrium) and P = 0. By free-hand one then draws the spiral-like path in between the arrows following the "stream." One should observe the useful aid given by the zero isoclines, which should cross the path in its cycles at the respective maximal or minimal values of E, V, and P.
The introduction of the pressure variable P is easily achieved in the form of an oblique coordinate: In the E-V plane the axis P --0 is obtained with the aid of equation (2) as the line E ~ V/l passing through the origin with the slope tan a = 1/l (cf. Fig. 5 ). Other constant P values are correspondingly drawn, again conforming to equation (2), as straight lines parallel with the P = 0 axis (of. Fig. 3) .
3. The Timing Procedure.--This is here most easily performed by the use of the oblique P coordinate system and the corresponding P net, which are verticals defined by V --q. t5 (equation (1)). The integral curve is divided into a large number of equidistant P intervals &P (in Fig. 3 marked by lines parallel with the P = 0 axis. In actual practise the AP should be small). The time t taken for a point on the path to travel over a distance &P is AP t -iv I
in which I v I is the average numerical velocity (P average) in the interval. The value of Pay is interpolated from the P isocline net, or can be read off from the average V in the interval and then putting Pay = (Va,,/q). The total time t~ required to travel from P to P. is thus t.= 1/I (17) Iqlv. l.
In order to be able to plot P (or E and V) against t one has to calculate each G. If desired it is then easy to interpolate equidistant t points and plot back those on the integral path (as marked with the filled circles in Fig. 3 ). 4. The final step in constructing the desired time plots of E, V, and P is now easily performed, as illustrated in the side graphs of Fig. 3 .
